
I notified my friend Marius Perron, inventor of the "Russion Dragon", of this 
thread. He asked me to post this for him. It is interesting to note that the 
name was coined by the great steeler, Randy Rinehard! 
 
"Hi Marius Perron here. In the ‘80’s we were recording to 2 inch tape. People 
were doing a lot of MIDI sequencing, but sequenced drums were not as 
exciting as real drums. So, we would get my brother, Laurent, to come into 
the studio and overdub live drums. And even though he is a very stable 
drummer, there were times that we could hear that he was off, but it was 
hard to decide if he was ahead or behind the click. And at 5 AM it was hard 
to decide if he was FAR OFF ENOUGH to make him try it again. My brother 
said it would be cool if there was a box that would TELL a drummer what he 
doing wrong… 
So I put some CMOS circuits together with some LED’s and built a prototype. 
The name “Russian Dragon” came from a monster San Antonio musician/
steel guitar player named Randy Reinhard. Randy was kidding around in the 
studio one day about somebody not playing close enough to the click and he 
said, “He’s a Russian Dragon”. I thought that would be a good name for the 
box. (Thanks, Randy).  
I found an attorney in the phone book and had the device patented. I 
bought a software program called “Tango” to layout the printed circuit 
boards. It would only run on a PC, so I bought my first computer – a 386 
with a 40 megabyte hard drive. My wife, Jeanine, invested money to market 
the box. She came up with the name for our company: Jeanius Electronics 
(since her name is Jeanine and my name is Marius…) She would solder the 
circuit boards in the kitchen, do complete assembly and packing in the living 
room, and take orders on the phone. I was spending time with desktop 
publishing software putting together the next month’s ad for the trade 
magazines: Mix, Electronic Musician, Modern Drummer, EQ, Keyboard, etc. 
Every year we would rent a booth at the trade shows (NAMM and AES). We 
had two models: a rack version ($500) and a table top version ($250). We 
didn’t make a lot of profit, but we did get to meet and chat with some very 
smart engineers and producers. I remember selling a unit to Dean Parks 
(one of the members of this forum) at a California trade show… 
In the early ‘90’s sales started slowing down – people were using computers 
and could SEE and FIX the timing problems. In 1993 we had our first child, 
and our priorities changed. We assumed the Russian Dragon would die a 
long, slow death… But then in 1998, we were contacted by a company called 
“Interactive Metronome” who had discovered that you could use our 
technology to treat kids with ADD (Attention Deficit Disorder)!!!!!! So we 
sold them our patent. Part of our agreement was that we could so longer 



produce or sell any Russian Dragons. You can check out their video demo 
here: http://www.interactivemetronome.com/im/cli_add.asp?dsp=4  
I was pleased last month to read that Mike McKnight http://
www.mcknightsoundsinc.com/askmike.html is now using a Russian Dragon 
to make sure his computers are in sync: 
The 3 systems need to be in sync as much as possible in my world, but I 
don’t want a central synchronizer because if that dies then the whole show 
stops. So what I do as inelegant and Stone Age as it may sound, is I have a 
JL Cooper CS10 that I use to stop and start all 3 rigs via MIDI. Sometimes 
they all start together and are very close to being in perfect sync, but 
sometimes they go their own way. I have a Russian Dragon (no longer made 
unfortunately) that I send a click to from my A and B systems to confirm 
that I’m at least within 30 Ms or so of being in sync. The thought process 
here is that if a system dies the oh crap factor will dictate that it’ll take me a 
second or 2 to realize what is happening and switch to the backup system 
anyway, so on the rare occasions I have to do this the drummer adjusts very 
quickly and all is well.  
Thanks, 
Marius Perron 
PS. Who is the heck is “Replay Technologies Inc” ????"
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